What Are You Missing
to Become a Marketing
Planning Pro?

The planning process for a start-up
versus a global organization can look
wildly different. But the principles of
marketing planning best practices are
the same.
Follow along to see if you’re already a
marketing planning pro or if you need
some tips to level up!

?
Yes,
we’re ready
to go!

Do you have your marketing
plan set for the quarter?

Not
exactly

Stop right there, you need to be
looking over here ﬁrst.

?
Absolutely!

Do you understand how your
role ﬁts into the big picture?

It’s a little
hazy...

Transparency is the cornerstone
of good communication. Every
marketer needs access to the
overall strategic marketing plan to
be accountable for their portion
of the go-to-market plan.

Knowing how day-to-day work
ﬁts with the high-level strategy
allows marketers to see how
their activities drive impact for
the big picture.

?
Personas

Is your plan structured by
products or by personas?

Individual customer needs
span across multiple products.
Organizations risk targeting the
same customers with multiple
campaigns for different products
and muddying their own
customer journey.

Amazing! Successful marketing
plans are based on how the real
customer thinks - not how the
organization sees the world.

?
We revisit
our plan
regularly

Products

How often do you revisit
your marketing plan?

It’s planning
season for
a reason,
it happens
once a year

Too often, organizations plan
and then spend months praying
they hit the mark. Creating
impact requires regular planning
maintenance to gauge how
you’re measuring up.

Excellent! Go further by aligning
marketing plans to strategic
company goals. 83% of marketers
who expect budget increases year
over year are more likely to align
marketing performance goals to
their company objectives.

?
Of course!

Do you have an established
change management strategy?

Congratulations you’re a
marketing planning pro!

No,
should
we?

Marketing planning and
go-to-market strategies brings
out everyone’s opinions.
Establishing roles and
responsibilities ensures the
wheels keep moving. Adopt a
pre-existing model that makes
sense for your organization: the
RAPID and RACI models are a
good place to start.

